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Abstract-The general  problem of calculating the  radiation  field 
of an antenna  immersed  in  a  moving  dispersive  medium  is  formulated 
as an algebraic equation in wave-vector frequency space for the 
potential  4-vector  in  the rest  frame of the  antenna,  and is solved in 
terms of a  Green’s  function  having  the  form of a  one-dimensional 
integral.  The  special  case  where  the  moving  medium  is  a  homogene- 
ous ionized gas  (plasma)  and  the  antenna  is  an  oscillating  dipole is 
studied  in  detail.  It  is  found  that  the  far-zone field is  not  transverse 
and  the Poynting vector is  not  purely  radial. 
INTRODCCTIOS 
0 N E  PRESSIKG problem of present-day  antenna theory is the calculation of the radiation char- acteristics of an arbitrary antenna in a high- 
velocity  wind of ionized gas.  Theoretically,  the  problem 
can  be  thought of as  having  two  interdependent  parts, 
one  being  the  hydrodynamic  interaction of the  antenna 
structure  with  the  streaming  fluid,  and  the  other  being 
the  electromagnetic  interaction of the  emitted  radiation 
with the moving medium. To  solve this problem com- 
pletely is a forbiddingly difficult task. However, when 
the  antenna is so small  that  it  does  not  markedly  disturb 
the fluid, the problem  becomes  tractable. In  this  paper, 
we accordingly  assume  that  the  antenna is small  enough 
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not  to  disturb  the fluid, and  therefore  limit  our  discus- 
sion to  the idealized  problem of calculating  the  antenna 
radiation for the case where the ambient medium is a 
homogeneous,  spatially  unbounded, ionized gas moving 
at a  uniform  velocity  with  respect  o  the  antenna. 
Clearly, this idealized problem is a generalization of a 
previously  reported  work [l] dealing  n-ith  antenna  radi- 
ation  in  the  presence of moving  simple  media, for there 
the  medium  was  restricted  to be nondispersive  whereas 
in the present problem the dispersive nature of the 
ionized gas  cannot  be  ignored. 
Although the present problem has not been treated 
in the  literature,  a simplified  version of it, viz., the  prob- 
lem of Cerenkov radiation, has received considerable 
attention. A s  is well known, the Cerenkov radiation 
problem  has  been  handled  from  two  opposite  points of 
view. In one the frame of reference is chosen to  be at 
rest  with  respect  to  the  medium,  and  in  the  other  it  is 
chosen to  be  at  rest  with  respect  to  the  charged  particle. 
From  the  viewpoint of the  rest  frame of the  medium,  the 
problem amounts to one of solving the conventional 
inhomogeneous  wave  equation  for  the  vector  potential 
of the moving  charge [ a ] .  From  the  viewpoint of the  rest 
frame of the  charge,  the  medium  appears  to  be  moving 
past  the  charge,  and  to solve the problem  klinkowski’s 
electrodynamics of moving  media  must  be  invoked [ 3 ] ,  
[4]. Both points of view have proven equally fruitful. 
However,  for  the  more  general  case  where  the  source is 
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an oscillating  dipole  in  uniform  motion, the  problem  has 
been analyzed in only the rest .frame of the medium 
[5]. The problem we wish to solve  in the  present  paper 
is essentially the complementary one of a stationary 
oscillating dipole immersed in a moving medium. Of 
course, the  solutions of these  two  problems  are  related 
by  Lorentz  transformations,  but  it is more  profitable  to 
attack  this  complementary  problem  directly in the  rest 
frame of the oscillating  dipole. &Accordingly, in the pres- 
ent  paper n-e shall obtain the desired solution by con- 
sidering the differential equation for the potential 4- 
vector in the  rest  frame of the oscillating  dipole and  then 
solving this equation by Fourier transform methods. 
There  are tlvo methods of deriving  the  required  ditier- 
entia1  equation for the  potential  4-vector [6]. Both 
stem from  Ninkowski’s  phenomenological  electrody- 
namics of moving  media which is based on  the  covari- 
ance of Maxwell’s  equations [ 71. One  method is to  write 
Maxwell’s equations and the constitutive relations in 
tensor form in n-ave-vector frequency space, and with 
the aid of the constitutive relations to eliminate one 
of the two field tensors in &,Iaxwell’s equations. Then, 
by expressing the  remaining field tensor in terms of the 
potential  4-vector  and  by  invoking  the  generalized 
Lorentz  condition,  the  required  equation  for  the  poten- 
tial 4-vector  can  be  obtained.  The  other  method, n-hich 
appears to be simpler, is to write in 11-ave-vector fre- 
quency space the conventional inhomogeneous equa- 
tions for the vector and scalar potentials in  the rest 
frame of the  medium  and  then  to  combine  them  to  form 
a single  equation for the  potential 4-vector. The  trans- 
formation of this equation from the rest frame of the 
medium to the rest frame of the source yields the re- 
quired equation for the potential 4-vector. I t  is this 
simpler  method  that n-e shall use  in the  present  paper. 
In  addition to the phenomenological  approach  al- 
ready mentioned, there is the so-called atomistic ap- 
proach  that  characterizes  the  medium  by  the  polariza- 
tion  and  magnetization  vectors  and  describes  the elec- 
tromagnetic field by  only  two field vectors.  The  inter- 
relations of these four vectors, as provided by 1Iax- 
n-ell’s equations, are free of constitutive parameters, 
but  to solve them  two  extra  equations  that express the 
polarization  and  magnetization  vectors  in  terms of the 
field vectors  are  needed.  These  extra  equations  are 
deduced  by  considering  in  the  rest  frame of the  medium 
the  interaction of the field vectors  with  the  elementary 
constituents of the  medium  and  then  transforming  the 
result  to  the  rest  frame of the source. Thus, in the  rest 
frame of the  source, Maxxyell’s equations  involving  only 
two field vectors can be obtained and solved directly. 
Although  this  atomistic  approach  is  physically  appeal- 
ing,  it  is,  by  far,  mathematically more  complicated  than 
the phenomenological approach, as is  shown in the  Ap- 
pendix. 
INTEGRAL  REPRESENTATION FOR THE 
POTENTIAL 4-VECTOR 
The  problem we wish to  solve is that  of finding  the 
radiation  from  a  stationary  monochromatic  source  com- 
pletely  immersed in a homogeneous  isotropic  dispersive 
medium  that is  moving  past  the  source a t  uniform  veloc- 
ity v. We  start by noting  that in the  rest  frame K‘ of 
the medium the space-time Fourier transforms of the 
vector  and  scalar  potentials  satisfy  the following alge- 
braic  equations: 
A’(w’, k’) = - ,u’J‘(w‘, k’) 
where c is the  vacuum  velocity of light  and  the  primes 
indicate  that  the  quantities  to which they  are  attached 
are measured in the K’ frame. Clearly, J‘(w’, k’) and 
p ’ ( w ’ ,  k’) are  the  Fourier  transforms of the  current  and 
charge  densities of the  source,  and A(o’,  k’) and@‘(w’: k’)  
are  the  Fourier  transforms of the  vector  and  scalar po- 
tentials.  Since  the  medium is assumed  to  be  only  tem- 
porally dispersive in K‘, the permeability p’, the di- 
electric constant E‘, and  the  index of refraction TZ’ depend 
on  the  angular  frequency w’ of the  radiation  and  not  on 
the  wave  vector k’. 
-4s a consequence of the  covariance of klaxwell’s 
equations, (k’, i.’/c), (A’ ,  z#’/c), and (J’, z i p ’ )  are 4- 
vectors.  Using  this  fact we transform [l] (1) to  the  rest 
frame K of the source and  thus  obtain  the following  alge- 
braic equation for the potential 4-vector A , ( w ,  k) in 
terms of the source current density $-vector Jp(w ,  k) 
and  the  velocity  4-vector Uv= (yv, iyc) where y 
- (1 - , P / c 2 ) - l ; 2  
3 ;  9 
[--Kc + (u2/c2) + K‘Y’(W - ~ . k ) ~ ] A , ( w ,  k) 
= - #’JU - ( / . L ’ K ’ / ~ Z ’ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  (2) 
The  subscripts v and X assume  the  values 1,   2 ,  3, 4,  and 
the summation convention applies. This equation in- 
volves  unprimed  quantities, i.e., quantities  measured  in 
K ,  as well as  the primed quantities n’(w’), ~’(w’), and 
K’(w’) which is a shorthand for ( ? Z ’ ~ - - - ~ ) / C ~ .  Since 
LO’= y(w-v.k), these primed quantities are actually 
functions of o and k, and  hence  in  the  reference  frame K 
the  medium  appears  to be not  only  temporally  disper- 
sive,  but  also  spatially dispersive. 
Solving (2) for A v ( w ,  k )  and  taking  the  inverse  spatial 
Fourier  transform of the  resulting  equation, we obtain 
A , ( w ,  r )  = rrh(r, r’)Jx(w, r’)dV’. (3  1 
Here r and r’ are position  vectors  in K and  the  volume 
integration  is  with  respect  to  the  source  position  vector 
r‘. The  Green’s  function rVx is given  by 
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1 
rvx(r, r‘) = 7 S p%,x + (p’K’”2’’) rvui n’/3 < 1. This follows from  the  fact  that for n’fi < 1 the 
k 2  - (w ’ /c2 )  - ti’y2(w - v.k)’  Hankel  function  behaves  as 
.exp [ik. (r - r ’ ) ]d3k  
where 6 , ~  is the  Kronecker  delta.  Nithout loss of gener- 
ality we choose v to  be  directed  along  the z axis of the 
Cartesian  system (x ,  y ,  e) that  forms  the  spatial  part of 
the reference  frame K. This choice  makes p’, n’, and K’ 
independent of the x and y components of k, viz., k ,  and 
k, .  Integrating  with  respect  to k ,  and k,,  and recalling 
the well-known  formulas 
T-lI2e-V (7 = psy.\/ l - t 2 ’ y Y )  
as  p+m. 
DIPOLE RADIATION IS M O V I N G  IONZED GAS 
S o w  me consider  the  case of an  oscillating  dipole  im- 
mersed in an ionized gas moving past the dipole with 
uniform velocity v( = e ? v ) .  In the rest frame K of the 
dipole,  the  dipole  current is given  by J(r’) = -iup6(r’) 
where p is  the  dipole  moment. In  the  rest  frame K’ of 
the  medium we assume  that p’ = po and 
€1 = E 0 ( l  - up’’/&) 
where 
where J o  is the zero-order Bessel function and Ho(l)  is 
the  zero-order  Hankel  function of the  first  kind, we ob- 117’ being  the  electron  density, m’ the  electronic  mass, e 
tain the following integral representation for the Green’s the electronic charge, and p o ,  €0 the vacuum perme- 
function  ability  and  vacuum  dielectric  constant.  Since e, N’/ tn ‘ ,  
€ 0  are  Lorentz  invariants  and  since w’ = y(w - v . k )  , n-e 
w l 2  = ;I7’e2:(m’e0), 
i x  
8a -?J 
* [ ~ ~ ( s ) ] e i ( * z ‘ ) s d s  ( 5 )  
rvx(r, r’) = - S [p’6,x + ( ,u‘K‘/n’2)  G ~ L ~ : T ~ I H , ( ~ )  see that in K we have 
U P 2  
( 7 )  
y2(w - V ‘  k)’ 
where 
R = . \ /(X - -2.’)’ + (y  - J!’)’, 
E(s) = .\/w’/c’ + K’Y’(W - es)2 - s2, 
and k ,  has  been  replaced  by s. 
Thus from  a knodedge of the  constitutive  parameters 
of the  medium  one  can find rVX by  evaluating  the  inte- 
gral  in (S), and  knowing rPx one  can  then  with  the  aid of
(3) obtain A, for any source  distribution Jx .  
CEREJSKOY RADIATIOX 
The foregoing  result  obtained  can  be  readily  applied 
to  the  problem of Cerenkov  radiation  where  the  source 
is a charged particle moving through a material me- 
dium. By setting w =0,  J = O ,  p(r’) =q6(r’) in (3) and 
(5) we obtain  for  the  scalar  and  vector  potentials  in  the 
rest  frame of the  charge  the  following  expressions: 
A ,  = A ,  = 0 (6) 
where fl =v/c and p 2  = x 2 + y 2 .  These  expressions  agree 
with  previous  results [4] obtained  in  a less formal 
manner. ITYthout further calculation one can see that 
there  is  radiation  when n’/3 > 1 and no radiation when 
ik,2 H o ( l ) ( p . \ / m ) e ” =  
G ( 1 )  = ~ 
8n s, ( K O  - @s)* - (1 - D2) kP2 
as (10) 
where k o = w / c ,  k , = w , / c ,  k 2  = ko’ - k P 2 ,  and r is the 
the  radial  distance.  Substituting  expression (8) and 
J(r’) = -iup6(r‘) into ( 3 )  we find that  the  potentials  are 
given  by 
A = -  iwpopG(O’ - &poe , (p .V  - i k & - e J G ( ’ )  (11) 
C$ = - p & p . V G ( O )  - p0c2(p.V - iko,b’’-ez)G(l). (12) 
We  note  that  although  these  expressions  for A and C$ do 
not satisfy the ordinary Lorentz conditions, they do 
satisfy  the  generalized  Lorentz  condition 
V-A - ( i w / ~ ’ ) +  - t i ’ y ’ (~ .O  - iw)(v-A - 4) = 0 (13) 
as they must [ 6 ] .  
Having found A and 4, we get E and B from them 
through  the use of E= iwA- VC$ and B = V X A .  Thus 
from  expressions (1 1) and (12) we obtain 
September 
where u = unit  dyadic. 
To find the  Poynting  vector S, which  is  a  measure of 
the power flow, we need to calculate the magnetic in- 
tensity H. We know that in wave-vector frequency 
space  the  constitutive  relations  are  given  by [ 7 ]  
and  solving  them for H we get 
1 B2 
PO PO (ko - PSI’ 
H = - B + - (u - e,e,) - B  k,? 
B kp2 
GPO (ko - as)? 
- _  e,  X E 
where expression (7) for E’ has been used. Converting 
expressions (14) and (15) to wave-vector  frequency 
space, we substitute  the  resulting  expressions  into  the 
right  side of (17) and  then  take  its  inverse  spatial  Fourier 
transform  to  obtain H in configuration  space. Thus we 
have 
1 
PO 
H = - B - Pee, X [p.(ko2u + VV)Gi2) + P * V V G ( ~ ) ]  
+ i P * w [ ( u  - e,e,).p x VG(’) +p.e,e, X VGc3)] 
+ p3c2(u - e,e,).(p-V)e, X VG(3) 
- iB4u(p.ee.)(u - e,e,) -e ,  X VGc3). (18) 
Here 
8s 
Thus we see from  expressions (14) and (18) that  find- 
ing E and H is tantamount.  to  evaluating  the  integrals 
G(’),  G(?),  and Gc3) given, respectively, ( lo),  (19), and 
(20). These  integrals  are  difficult  to  evaluate in general. 
HoweGer, for the case of practical interest n-here p<<l 
and kO>yk,, we get  the following  approximate  expres- 
sions 
n-here, as before, G(O) =exp(iku)/4nr. 
M’e now proceed to calculate the far-zone fields E, 
H,  and  the  time-average  far-zone  Poynting  vector S of 
the  oscillating  dipole in the  two  independent  cases  where 
p is 1) parallel,  and 2) perpendicular  to  the  motion of the 
ionized gas. 
In case 1) where pllv, i.e., p=e,pr, we obtain from 
(14), (18), and (21) the following expressions for the 
spherical  components of the  far-zone  field: 
kokp2 eik’ 
E ,  = fl-p,sin2e-- 
Eok 4ar 
K O ’  eik+ k0kP2 eikT 
E~ = - -pp,sinB- - B-p,sinecosB- 
€0 4ar Eok 4nr 
E ,  = - wkp, sin 0 - - 
4TY 
The spherical components of the time-average P o p -  
ting’s  vector of this field are  given  by 
In  case 2 )  where p l v ,  i.e., p = e,&, we similarly  ob- 
tain  the following  expressions  for  the  spherical  compo- 
nents of the  far-zone field : 
kok,? 
E, = -p -pp , s inecosecos+- -  
Eok 4 i i Y  
KO’ eikr kokp2 eikT 
€ 0  4TY Eok 4nr 
Eo =-p,cosBcos4--P-p,sin2Bcos~- 
ko2 
E 9 -  --p,sinQ- 
EO 4 T Y  
e ik 7 
eiLr 
H ,  = - pckp2pp, sin 0 sin 4 ~ 
4ar 
e ik  r eik‘ 
Hs = wkp, sin 4 - - pckp2pz cos 0 sin 4 - 
4nr 4nr 
e ikr eikr 
4 T T  4ar 
H+ = wkp, COS 0 COS Q - - Bckp’p, COS 4 - (24) 
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The spherical components of the Poynting's vector of 
this field are 
so = 0(,8'). (25) 
Examination of the expressions (22) and (24) shows 
that  in the  rest  frame of the source the far-zone  fields are 
not TEM, in contradistinction to the case where the 
medium is stationary  with  respect  to  the  source.  More- 
over, from expressions (23) and (25) we see that the 
Poynting  vector  has a nonzero  peripheral  component  in 
addition  to a radial  one,  and is tilted  against  the  direc- 
tion of flow of the  gas,  as shown  schematically  in Figs. 
1 and 2. 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of power radiation pattern IS1 
and far-zone  Poynting's  vector S for case 1) p:!v .  
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of power radiation pattern IS1 
and far-zone  Poynting's  vector S for  case 2) p l v .  
APPESDIS 
The  purpose of  this -Appendix is to show that  the re- 
sults obtained above using the phenomenological ap- 
proach  can  also  be  derived  from  atomistic  considerations. 
In  the  atomistic  method  Maxwell's  equations  in  the  rest 
frame K of the source take  the form 
e 
dt 
V X E = - - B  
where P and M are,  respectively,  the  polarization  and 
magnetization  vectors of the  medium. To find P and M 
in terms of E and B we first  calculate P' and M' in the 
rest  frame R' of the  medium. -Assuming the field to  be 
so weak that  the  velocity  acquired by an  electron  is  small 
compared to the vacuum speed of light, we have the 
equation of motion 
where all the  primed  quantities  are  referred  to  the  rest 
frame K' of the  medium.  Since P' is  defined by  the re- 
lation (d /d t ' )P '= --N'ev', xvhere N' is the number of 
electrons per unit volume, we see from (27) tha t  P' is 
related  to E' as follows: 
d2 e 2 --.PI = __ E' 
d t 2  m' 
Also we note  that 
M' = 0. 
With  the  aid of the  relations [ i ]  
d 
- dt' = , ( i + V . V )  
M = -yP' X v 
E' = y ( E  + v X B )  + (1 - 7) ,.E (30) 
we obtain  from (28) and (29) the following representa- 
tion  for P and M in  wave-vector  frequency  space: 
vv 
21" 
In  wave-vector  frequency  space (26) becomes 
k X E = w B  
k X B = - pOeowE - p o ~ P  + pok X M - ipoJ (32) 
so, by eliminating P and M from them  by use of (31) 
we obtain  two  equations  involving  only  two field vectors 
E and B. At  this  stage  one  may  introduce  the  potentials 
A and (b through  the  relations E = . L A  - ik4, B = ik X A  
with the generalized Lorentz condition (13), and thus 
obtain ( 2 ) .  Here, however, we shall work directly with E = - w2p0pz  
the field vectors and, of course, arrive at  the same 
ko2 - k,' k' - K O 2  + k,' k , k  - (KO2 - k,')e, 
results. 
To illustrate  the  procedure  let  us  work  out  the  case 
where p<<l. Taking v to be  directed  along  the z axis  and 
- * ( k , e ,  + k - 2kz' k ) ]  . (36) 
ko K O 2  - kP2 
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